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ABSTRACT
We propose an extension to the four-level nested model for design
and validation of visualization systems that defines the term “guidelines” in terms of blocks at each level. Blocks are the outcomes of
the design process at a specific level, and guidelines discuss relationships between these blocks. Within-level guidelines provide
comparisons for blocks within the same level, while between-level
guidelines provide mappings between adjacent levels of design.
These guidelines help a designer choose which abstractions, techniques, and algorithms are reasonable to combine when building a
visualization system. This definition of guideline allows analysis
of how the validation efforts in different kinds of papers typically
lead to different kinds of guidelines. Analysis through the lens of
blocks and guidelines also led us to identify four major needs: a
definition of the meaning of block at the problem level; mid-level
task taxonomies to fill in the blocks at the abstraction level; refinement of the model itself at the abstraction level; and a more
complete set of guidelines that map up from the algorithm level to
the technique level. These gaps in visualization knowledge present
rich opportunities for future work.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Systems Application]: User Interfaces—Evaluation/methodology
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In 2009, Munzner proposed the four-level nested design model
as a framework for thinking about the design and validation of visualization systems at four cascading levels [23]. This model makes
explicit the negative impact of poor design decisions early on in
a project and stresses the importance of choosing appropriate validation techniques at each level. The nested model has provided
guidance, motivation, framing, and ammunition for a broad range
of visualization papers, including problem-driven design studies [7,
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11, 25, 28, 30, 33], technique-driven work [19], evaluation [1, 32],
models [8, 10, 18, 20, 29, 31, 36], and systems [4, 12].
We use the nested model extensively as a way to guide and reflect about our own work, and propose an extension of the model
motivated by our desire to clarify the meaning of the term guideline. This term is loosely defined within the visualization literature
to describe knowledge that guides how we make design decisions.
One of our goals with this work is to clarify the meaning of this
term for visualization research in order to assess the impact of both
problem- and technique-driven work on guidelines.
The extension proposes blocks as a generic term for the outcomes of the design process at the three lower levels: abstractions,
techniques, and algorithms. Concrete examples of blocks at each
of these levels are that a network is a data abstraction block, a
node-link diagram is a visual encoding block, and a specific forcedirected layout approach such as GEM [13] is an algorithm block.
We can then define guidelines as statements about the relationships
between blocks, such as a node-link diagram is a good visual encoding of small graphs, or a specific force-directed layout algorithm is faster than another. We consider guideline and characterization to be synonyms.
Guidelines may pertain to blocks within a single level, and we
call these within-level guidelines. Guidelines may also cross between levels; we call these between-level guidelines. Both types
of guidelines often arise from reflection after evaluation and validation efforts. Within-level guidelines are the result of comparing
one block to others at the same level, and often stem from validation efforts in papers that present a new technique or algorithm.
Between-level guidelines provide guidance on how a block at one
level is a match or mismatch with a block at an adjacent level.
These guidelines typically emerge from the validation of design
studies. Evaluation papers may result in either kind of guideline,
between- or within-level.
The primary contribution of this paper is our proposed extension to the nested model and the resulting implications, presented
in Section 2. Section 3 presents an analysis of open problems in
our field illuminated by these extensions: the need to define the
meaning of block at the problem level, to create mid-level task taxonomies at the abstraction level and possibly to refine the model
itself at that level, and to establish a more complete set of guidelines that map up from the algorithm level to the technique level.
Thus, a secondary contribution is the elucidation of these gaps in
our collective knowledge and a call for action to close them.

2.

NESTED MODEL EXTENSION

The original description of the nested model [23] breaks down
the design and evaluation of a visualization project into four nested
levels, shown in Figure 1. The highest level is to characterize the

Figure 1: Original depiction of the four-level nested design
model [23], with arrows indicating the cascading effects of decisions made at higher levels.

domain and problem of interest; the next level is to design the data
and task abstractions for that characterization; the third level is to
design visual encodings and interaction techniques for those abstractions; and the lowest level is to design algorithms to implement those techniques programmatically. The focus of this original
work is on the cascading implications of design decisions made at
different levels, where the decisions made at one level become the
assumptions at the next level. These implications are shown as arrows in Figure 1.
Although we find this model useful for structuring how we think
about building and designing visualization systems, it falls short
when we try to reason about both the wealth and dearth of knowledge that we have about design guidelines. In this paper we propose
an extension to the original model that helps us do so.

2.1

Blocks and Guidelines

We extend the nested model with the ideas of blocks and guidelines, as illustrated in Figure 2. A block is the outcome of a design
decision at a specific level: an algorithm, a visual encoding and/or
interaction technique, a data abstraction, or a task abstraction. The
term block allows us to refer to these different kinds of outcomes in
a generic way that can be used for any level. Figure 2 shows these
blocks as individual shapes within the levels.
Examples of blocks at the algorithm level are different algorithms for direct volume rendering: ray casting [21], splatting [39],
and texture mapping [6]. At the technique level, examples of blocks
for visually representing text are phrase nets [34], wordles [35], and
word trees [38]. At the abstraction level, blocks include the tasks
of finding outliers and trends [2]; the dataset types of tables, networks, and text; and the attribute types of categorical, ordered, and
quantitative [24].
We chose the term blocks as an allusion to the experience of
playing with building blocks. The builder is guided in choosing
one particular block out of the bin of options by noticing that some
blocks fit together nicely while others do not. By combining individual blocks together, the builder is able create more complex
structures.
A guideline is a statement about the relationships between blocks.
Guidelines help designers make choices about which blocks are
appropriate versus which blocks are a mismatch with their requirements. Within-level guidelines are for choices within a particular level, such as selecting the fastest algorithm from several contenders within the algorithm level. Between-level guidelines are
for choices about how to move between levels, such as selecting
which visual encoding technique to use for a particular data and
task abstraction.
The arrows in Figure 2 represent guidelines that connect individual blocks, in contrast to the arrows in Figure 1 that represent
dependencies and go between entire levels. For visual clarity, the
extension depiction orders the levels vertically rather than explic-
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Figure 2: The extended nested model explicitly includes blocks
that are the outcomes of the design process within a level, represented by individual shapes within each level, and guidelines
for making choices between these blocks, represented by arrows. Between-level guidelines map blocks at adjacent levels,
and within-level guidelines compare blocks within a level. The
faded depiction at the domain problem level implies a knowledge gap, discussed in more detail in Section 3.

itly nesting them.
We consider within-level guidelines as directly comparing one
block to another. For example, a within-level guideline at the visual encoding level is to choose—for reasons of avoiding visual
clutter—node-link diagrams when visualizing small networks and
matrix diagrams when visualizing large ones [14]. An example
of a within-level guideline at the algorithm level is to choose the
newer Voronoi treemap algorithm of Nocaj and Brandes [27] over
the original algorithm of Balzer and Deussen [5] because it is independent of display resolution and faster to compute.
Movement from one level to another is guided by between-level
guidelines. These guidelines map blocks at one level to those at
an adjacent level. Figure 3(a) shows a well-established guideline
between hue colormaps and categorical data [37]. In the literature,
sometimes the term characterization is used to describe moving
upward from a lower to a higher level, and the term guideline for
moving downward from higher to lower—we consider these concepts to simply be two sides of the same coin. The simple upward
characterization “hue-based colormaps are appropriate for categorical data” can be trivially restated as the downward guideline “if
your data is categorical, then hue-based colormaps are appropri-
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Figure 3: a) Example of a simple pairwise between-level guideline that can be inverted to go upwards or downwards. b)
Guidelines can also be many-to-one or many-to-many; these
more complex guidelines are not trivially invertible. The example shows a many-to-many between-level guideline.

ate”. We propose guidelines as a more generic word to describe
any stated relationship between blocks.
Although Figures 2 and 3(a) illustrate one-to-one pairwise guidelines for visual simplicity, these guidelines can be many-to-one or
many-to-many. Most of these more complex guidelines are not trivially invertible, such as the between-level guideline example shown
in Figure 3(b): matrix alignment is a block at the visual encoding
technique level that is suitable for multiple blocks at the abstraction
level, tables and networks. The technique-level block of node-link
diagrams, however, does not match up with the abstraction-level
table block.
A particular visualization system can be decomposed into a stack
of blocks, with one or a small set of blocks chosen at each of the
different levels. Guidelines help a designer make these choices,
and also help an evaluator analyze whether a designer’s choices are
reasonable. Figure 4 illustrates this idea. Figure 4(a) shows two different simple visualization system designs, where different choices
of blocks were made at each level. In keeping with the original
nested model, the choice of a blocks on a higher level constrains
the suitable choices of blocks at a lower level. Figure 4(b) shows
a more representative real-world example, where the domain problem is decomposed into multiple subtasks and thus the full system
includes multiple stacks of blocks.
In summary, guidelines encapsulate a relationship between two
or more blocks, where within-level guidelines compare blocks within
a single level and between-level guidelines map blocks at adjacent
levels. Without this extension to the model, we had difficulty in
reasoning about guidelines; these terms allow us to express these
ideas crisply.

2.2

Within and Between Levels

One goal of visualization evaluation is to provide actionability,
which is guidance for a particular audience to take action based
on research results [15]. Guidelines are one such form of actionability for visualization designers, resulting from validation in both
technique-driven work and design studies.
Within-level guidelines often arise from validation efforts when
a new block is the main research contribution, at either the technique or algorithm design level. Between-level guidelines are often

(b)

Figure 4: Constructing visualization systems with blocks. a)
A designer stacks one or more blocks at each level, making
choices based on guidelines; the two simple examples show that
the choices at higher levels constrain the choices beneath. b)
A real-world visualization system is likely to include multiple
stacks of blocks.

the result of validation in design studies, where the emphasis is on
justifying choices from the set of existing blocks by showing that
blocks match up properly with each other across levels. Guidelines
that map between levels are thus a central concern in design studies,
and most existing design study papers do indeed emphasize them.
Both kinds of guidelines may arise from evaluation papers. For
example, Heer, Kong, and Agrawala provide within-level guidelines on how to choose between horizon graphs and bar charts
based on the available screen space [17]. These guidelines are
based on reflections from extensive empirical evaluation of different visual encoding techniques across a range of resolutions. In
another evaluation paper, Heer and Bostock provide between-level
guidelines on how to choose visual encoding techniques appropriate for different abstract data types [16], following in the footsteps
of Cleveland and McGill [9]. These between-level guidelines are
also based on empirical evaluation.
An interesting question is whether within-level guidelines are
even a meaningful idea; one could argue that all within-level comparisons at lower levels of the model rely on assumptions made at
higher levels, and thus the ostensibly within-level guidelines are in
fact heavily influenced by between-level guidelines that map blocks
down to these lower levels. For example, testing the run-time speed
of a new algorithm might appear to be a within-level comparison
with other algorithm blocks. That comparison, however, relies on
choices made for blocks at the data and task abstraction level. What
are these assumptions about data and task blocks? Are these the
right set of blocks to be testing with? If these blocks are changed,
would the test results be significantly different?
We maintain, however, that the distinction between within-level
and between-level is a useful way to reason about guidelines. Echoing points made in the original nested model paper, we argue that
research progress in the field as a whole will be accelerated by explicitly documenting the assumptions made at higher levels when
working at lower levels. That is, even technique-driven work with
validation focused on within-level comparison would be strengthened by explicitly considering and documenting the assumptions
about blocks at higher levels.

2.3

Guidelines and Reflection

The nested model is a design model that describes different levels of design that are inherent to, and should be considered in, the
creation of a visualization tool. Recently, we proposed a process
model for conducting design studies, called the nine-stage frame-
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Figure 5: The nine-stage framework for conducting design
studies [31]. The eighth stage is to reflect on lessons learned
by confirming, refining, rejecting, or proposing guidelines. The
extended nested model clarifies the scope of this stage.
work [31].
Figure 5 shows this framework, with the penultimate reflect stage
highlighted. Our thinking about the meaning of guidelines was
sparked by our claim that at this stage a visualization researcher
should reflect on how lessons learned relate to the larger research
area of visualization by confirming, refining, rejecting, or proposing new guidelines. The extension of the nested model proposed
here clarifies that this reflection may involve both between- and
within-level guidelines. Reflection can, and should, include guidance for the use of individual blocks at all levels of the nested
model.

3.

GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE

Extending the nested model with the concepts of blocks and
guidelines clarifies why certain parts of the design process are particularly difficult by exposing gaps in our visualization knowledge.
These gaps present rich opportunities for future work.

3.1

Problem Characterization Blocks

We have not provided any examples of blocks at the outermost
level of domain problem characterization, and Figure 2 depicts this
level as less clear than the others. This omission is because we
do not yet have an answer to the question: what exactly is a block
at this level? Is it simply a problem domain, like bioinformatics
or finance? Is it a set of specific, real-world questions that people
in a problem domain have about a real dataset? For example, the
MizBee design study [22] has a table of specific questions asked by
researchers in comparative genomics, questions such as “What are
the differences between individual nucleotides of feature pairs?”
and “What is the density of coverage and where are the gaps across
a chromosome?”. Are these problem blocks outcomes of design
decisions, or outcomes of some other sort? Are they fundamentally
different than the blocks at lower levels?
These open questions persist when we further consider betweenlevel guidelines that map from problem blocks to abstraction blocks—
is there such a thing as a problem or domain guideline? The assumption underlying the abstraction level in the nested model is
that all possible problems in different domains will map to a smaller
set of task and data abstractions. Might we be able to establish the
complete set of guidelines from the problems in a given domain
to these abstractions, or will there always be more to find? These
questions are central to our understanding of how to conduct design
studies because they necessitate a careful selection of abstraction
blocks that map to the target domain problem.

3.2

Abstraction Level

Considering the four levels in terms of their constituent blocks
uncovers the dearth of identified blocks at the abstraction level. We
have many blocks for visual encodings and interaction techniques,

and perhaps even more blocks at the algorithm level, but we have
far fewer established blocks for data and task abstractions. Without blocks we cannot have guidelines; blocks at both levels are a
precondition for guidelines that map between them. We believe
that this lack of both blocks and between-level guidelines at least
partially accounts for the difficulty of going from a problem characterization to an abstraction when conducting a design study.
In particular, our knowledge of tasks is deeply incomplete. The
well-cited work of Amar, Eagan, and Stasko [2] describes a taxonomy of low-level tasks such as retrieve value, filter, and sort,
and was intended to provide a foundation for the development of
richer task taxonomies at higher levels. Amar and Stasko [3] also
presented a taxonomy of very high-level tasks such as expose uncertainty, formulate cause/effect, and confirm hypothesis. We lack
task blocks, however, at the middle level. There is a pressing need
to propose and validate mid-level task taxonomies that bridge the
gap between finding the minimum value of an attribute and confirming or refuting a hypothesis.
The abstraction level itself could also benefit from more study.
Considering the level in terms of its blocks exposes some shortcomings of the current model. Are task blocks and data blocks sufficiently different that the abstraction level should be further broken down into two separate levels? Might a further breakdown into
original data versus derived data be useful? Currently the model
treats data generically, not differentiating between data provided as
input from the problem domain, and data derived as part of the design process. In our experience these two types of data appear at
separate points of the design process, with input data giving rise
to an initial task abstraction, which informs the design of derived
data, which then often causes the task abstraction to change, and
so on. In retrospect, however, the distinction between input data
and derived data is often unclear, and there is not a crisp line between them. We identify the influence of data abstraction changes
on task instability as an important aspect of design studies in our
nine-stage process framework [31]. Would a finer-grained model
at the abstraction level be useful in capturing and explaining this
instability through further refinement of the nested model?

3.3

Algorithm Mappings

Establishing guidelines from algorithms up to techniques is sometimes straightforward, but other times remarkably subtle. In many
cases the literature does not concisely describe the result of a specific algorithm in terms of a visual encoding technique. For example, different algorithms in the general family of force-directed
network layout can give rise to quite different visual encodings in
terms of the spatial proximity of classes of nodes to each other.
Very few authors explicitly discuss these characteristics; Noack is
a notable exception [26]. Fully characterizing the mappings up
from specific algorithms to the visual encodings that they produce
remains an important open problem. Until this goal is attained,
problem-driven visualization designers will have a difficult time in
making wise desicions about which algorithms to use.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

We present an extension of the four-level nested model that identifies blocks within each level that are specific outcomes of the design process, allowing the definition of a guideline as a expressing a relationship between blocks that can hold either within a single level or between two adjacent levels. Differentiating between
within- and between-level guidelines allows for a more explicit
discussion of open problems in the literature, including questions
about the role of validation.
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